
FAQ for Calculus at CMC (29 Mar, 2018)

1. What Calculus courses are there at CMC?

There are three levels of Calculus at CMC, I, II, and III. Calc II comes in two varieties: Calc II and Calc
IIa. Calc II is intended only for students that have had Calc I. Calc IIa is intended for entering students
who are taking Calculus for the first time, but have had previous experience in high school. Calc III comes
in two varieties: Calc III and Calc IIIh. Calc IIIh (honors Calculus) is intended for incoming high school
students that have already taken Calculus of a single variable, and is by invitation only.

2. Is one version of the course harder than the other?

The “a” in Calc II stands for alternate. Calc II and Calc IIa are equal difficulty (both somewhat tougher
than the I level courses). The “h” in Calc IIIh stands for honors, and it does cover more advanced material
than Calc III.

3. I’m a freshman: should I start with Calc I or Calc IIa?

It depends on your level of familiarity with Calculus. If you take two semesters of Calculus, Calc I and then
Calc II, you will be starting from scratch with instructors that are assuming that you have never taken a
derivative or seen a limit before.

If you take Calc IIa, you will be seeing the parts of college level Calculus that are typically not taught
in an AP (or similar) Calculus class. This instructor will assume that you know the rules of limits, how to
take derivatives and simple antiderivatives, and things like the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus.

4. I’ve taken Calc I. Should I take Calc II or Calc IIa

You should take Calc II.

5. If I take Calc I at CMC, can I take Calc II at Pomona? HMC?

The Calc I, II, III system is in place at all the Claremont Colleges except HMC. So you could take Calc II
after Calc I at Scripps, Pitzer, or Pomona, but not at Harvey Mudd, since HMC has a different introductory
sequence.

6. I’ve had a year of college level Calculus already. Should I take Calc III or Calc IIIh?

Calc IIIh (the honors section of Calculus), is only open to incoming first-year students who have completed
either a year of college Calculus during high school or the AP or IB programs. For AP, students usually
receive a 4 or 5 on the exam before being allowed to enter. Typically students will receive an invitation
during the summer inviting them to join the class if their application materials indicates that they are at
the right level.

7. Is Calc IIIh a lot harder than the regular Calc III?

Part of the purpose of having an honors section is that the students all share a similar level of background.
So while the material is slightly more advanced than the regular Calc III, the primary purpose is simply to
allow the Calc III and IIIh instructors to present material at the appropriate level for the class more easily.
Calc IIIh does provide an advanced look at some aspects of mathematics, and so for that reason those who
are interested in majoring in math are especially encouraged to accept an invitation.
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8. I wasn’t invited to Calc IIIh but did well in high school. Is it still possible to join?

Each year the professor teaching Calc IIIh is different, and that is the person that you want to contact. If
after discussing it with you they agree that you belong in the course, they can place you in.

9. Do I have to start with Calc III to be a math major?

Not at all! We have had majors start with Calc I and go from there. Often those with an interest in math
prior to arriving place into more advanced courses but others only find their interest after starting college.

10. Do I have to take Calculus as a CMC student?

No! The GE requirement is that you take a mathematics course at CMC, Calc I or higher at another
Claremont College, or a computer science course at any Claremont College. So if mathematics just isn’t
your thing, look into the computer science offerings!
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